PayFlex VPOS
Fast and secure virtual payments
Fast virtual payments that meet international security standards.
Hassle-free credit card payments must be reliable and secure.
The PayFlex VPOS solution, built on Innova’s PayFlex platform
and cloud infrastructure, is a new payment collection system that
promises lower costs for financial institutions while also providing
the highest standards of speed and security, including real time
transactions.

www.payflexinnova.com

PayFlex
VPOS
Instant transactions
Online virtual point-of-sale applications must be able to guarantee security and speed by
offering the means to avoid identification theft during credit card payments and ensuring
transactions are made as quickly as possible. They must therefore handle the complex
background processes required to reach a bank’s provision system quickly and without
problems, while also ensuring that every stage of security checks are completed successfully.
The PayFlex VPOS system manages all these stages successfully and guarantees that every
transaction is handled efficiently. The solution can be adapted to suit the needs of individual
institutions, effectively reducing the costs accrued in the payment collection process.

Problem-free integration with different infrastructures
The PayFlex VPOS system meets all international standards and makes it easy to communicate
with the different platforms used by virtual stores thanks to its unique integration components.
All platforms used by virtual stores, including Windows, Linux and Unix-based systems and
all the most commonly-used web servers are supported by this solution, since it contains
integration components for NET, Java, PHP and ASP. All integration components are presented
with code samples and all necessary explanatory documents.

Innova can take responsibility for your payments
Thanks to Innova’s expertise and experience in payment solutions, the PayFlex VPOS system
is perfectly placed to respond to the needs of all institutions and banks that offer credit card
payment provision services. Innova can offer the solution as a license for institutions looking for
built-in usage or as software as a service (SaaS) for those who prefer external resource usage.
The solution is particularly advantageous because of its cloud substructure, which can be scaled
to suit companies of different sizes and modified to suit different working conditions. This takes
away the need for costly software investments, effectively increasing revenues.

The PayFlex VPOS fraud prevention system
The PayFlex VPOS system offers security solutions aimed at reducing the joint security
concerns of banks and their member institutions. The system’s inbuilt fraud mechanism makes
it easy for member institutions or the banks themselves to define their own rules and formulas
to act as fraud indicators. Transactions are assessed for their potential fraud risk first by the
bank’s predefined criteria and then by the relevant member’s defined rules, if any are in place.
When a risk is detected, the PayFlex VPOS sends warnings to predetermined contact points or
issues a payment refusal, depending on the level of risk.
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PayFlex VPOS

For more flexibility use PayFlex
Although Innova’s payment system projects are being used by many large financial institutions in
Turkey and abroad, the PayFlex platform’s rich features and flexible integration structure makes it
suitable for institutions of all sizes. While PayFlex VPOS can be offered as an inbuilt or cloud-based
service, both options work to the highest performance and security standards and offer a truly
independent payment channel for companies. And of course when costs go down, profits go up.
The entire process of the transaction flow between banks and institutions is managed under the
control of PayFlex VPOS. Starting with SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) 128 bit encryption, it also supports
authentication methods such as Visa, Verified By Visa and MasterCard Secure Code certificates so that
transactions are managed successfully to the highest possible international security standards. The
system also reduces the risk of lost data due to human error and presents the most secure possible
solution to all institutions.
Real-time transactions: In addition to handling physical point-of-sale
channels, the system also provides an online credit card provision
capability.
Secure Payment process: A Visa, Verified Visa and MasterCard Secure
Code certificated system provides world-class security online.
Simple integration: Various components facilitate easy integration with
NET, Java, PHP and Presta platforms.
Central payment module: A Central module provides extra security for
card information.
Reduction of costs: PayFlex VPOS is more attractive to its members as it
does not bring additional costs for PCI and DSS compatibility.
Optimum performance: In order to balance load distribution and provide
ongoing access, PayFlex VPOS can also work from more than one server.

Innova IT Solutions, a company with over 12 years of experience in the finance industry, is proud to present its PayFlex
Platform, which brings PayFlex Collection, PayFlex Loyalty, PayFlex Payment and PayFlex Mobile Solutions under the same
roof. Thank to PayFlex’s modular structure a variety of solutions responding to different needs can be offered using the same
infrastructure. The PayFlex platform has already proved its success in 11 countries with 75 different business clients. Over
270 million subscribers use the service to make 4.1 billion trancastions worth some 62 billion dolars every year.
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